




Possible DD 

tl;dr:

This might be nothing.....but I found some weird shit that I need help with. Think there may be other companies swept
under the rug. I'm looking to close and can't see what's under my nose.

So I posted earlier breaking down some behaviorism shizzz as it related to the market.

Well u/cashmeresquid2309 and u/itsunclejerry mentioned there having been a thread about Ken G.

After going to the thread I noticed something interesting talking about how he owned a 2012 and 2001 bombardier. I
thought this sounded interestingly familiar. Then I realized....Oh duh, it's familiar because I saw these make and same
models when I was looking at Cessna's on Controller.com. There are quite a few of the same make and models that he
has.

So I started digging around

Need More Wrinkly Brains. Gone down an Aviation Asset Manager Hole that might
have ties to Ken G...and another Hedge Fund at 230 Park AVE NY......Right beside
CITADEL. Plus Possible Cayman Islands Location of Hiding Funds? 

Uno
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dos

Quite a few of the same...could be coincedental.

After digging through some of the sellers I saw this one...there's also some in London but they don't have interesting ties.

New Jersey is close to NYC...and Citadel
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Still speculation yeah.

SO I looked up Leading Edge Aviation Solutions. I started going through their team members. And they're all quite 
incestuous with other aviation companies. I can't find exactly where it is or remember precisely what it was...but 
something made me look at DuckDuckGo with keywords "ken griffin aviation company."

There is a Griffin Aviation.

There also is a Griffin Asset Management (interesting articleout of Dublin and LA which works closely with aviation. I find 
this interesting as Griffin Aviation has been dead and inactive and this is an asset company that does alot within the 
aviation world. Interestingly another Griffin Asset Management company closed on a warehouse deal on April 23rd, 2021

DUBLIN--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Griffin Global Asset Management DAC and Griffin Global Asset Management 
(Servicer) LLC (together, “Griffin”) announced today that on April 23, 2021 Palisade Aviation Holdings 
Warehouse, Ltd. and Palisade Aviation Holdings Warehouse, LLC (together, the “Borrowers”), closed a 
five-year senior secured warehouse facility with an initial committed amount of $1,000,000,0000 (the 
“Facility”). The Borrowers were jointly established by Griffin and funds managed by Bain Capital 
Credit, L.P. as part of a joint venture focused on building a diversified aviation portfolio in 
conjunction with a world-class commercial aviation leasing and alternative asset management platform.

The Facility includes innovations that provide the Borrowers with maximum flexibility to offer its 
airline partners a variety of financing solutions, ranging from operating leases to finance leases to 
direct loans across a diverse spectrum of asset types and ages. The Facility is also unique in 
providing more flexibility on concentrations of certain airline exposure than a traditional warehouse 

facility, providing the joint venture with a powerful bridging tool to long-term capital markets 
solutions.

“We are grateful for the support from our banks as we grow the Griffin platform into a leader in the 
aircraft leasing and financing sector. This warehouse facility has significant capacity and 
flexibility that will allow us to create customized capital solutions for our airline customers going 
forward,” said Ryan McKenna, Founder and Chief Executive Officer of Griffin.

“Developing this warehouse facility was a collaborative process with our lending partners and resulted 
in a first-of-its-kind facility in the aviation industry. The overwhelming support from these seven 
financial institutions is very meaningful as the growth of Griffin accelerates. Going forward, we will 
continue to create innovative financial products that will meet the evolving needs of the airlines and 
OEMs in this dynamic market,” said John Beekman, Chief Financial Officer of Griffin.

Goldman Sachs acted as the structuring agent for the Facility. Initial commitments for the facility 
were provided by Goldman Sachs, Barclays Bank PLC, Mizuho Americas, Morgan Stanley, Wells Fargo Bank, 
National Association, Bank of America, N.A. and Deutsche Bank AG, New York Branch.
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Hughes Hubbard & Reed LLP acted as U.S. legal advisors to Griffin and the Borrowers, Milbank LLP acted 
as legal advisors to the Lenders, Maples and Calder (Ireland) LLP acted as Irish legal advisors for 
the Borrowers, Maples and Calder (Cayman) LLP acted as Cayman Islands legal advisors for the 
Borrowers, A&L Goodbody LLP acted as Irish legal advisors to Griffin and PWC acted as Irish tax 
advisors for Griffin and the Borrowers. UMB Bank, N.A. is acting as the administrative agent and the 
security trustee.

About Griffin Global Asset Management

Griffin is a commercial aircraft leasing and alternative asset management business with offices in 
Dublin, Ireland and Los Angeles, USA. Griffin’s team of aviation professionals works closely with 
airlines, OEMs, and financiers to deliver customized fleet solutions and innovative financing products 
to airlines globally.

For more information, please visit www.griffingam.ie or www.griffingam.com.

About Bain Capital Credit

Bain Capital Credit, L.P. (“Bain Capital Credit”) (www.baincapitalcredit.com) is a leading global 
credit specialist with approximately $48 billion in assets under management as of December 31, 2020. 
Bain Capital Credit invests up and down the capital structure and across the spectrum of credit 
strategies, including leveraged loans, high-yield bonds, distressed debt, private lending, structured 
products, non-performing loans and equities. Its team of more than 200 professionals creates value 
through rigorous, independent analysis of thousands of corporate issuers around the world. In addition 
to credit, Bain Capital Credit invests across asset classes including private equity, public equity, 
venture capital, and real estate, and leverages the firm’s shared platform to capture opportunities in 
strategic areas of focus.

Contacts
Press Inquiries

For Griffin Global Asset Management:
Lauren Groom
lgroom@griffingam.com

Originally I was going to only show the first paragraph till i realized Goldman and Sachs and JP Morgan was also
included. THIS IS EFFING WEEEEIRD.

I went to the CFO's linkdin....Cause it was linked in on something I stumbled upon.

BLIND POOL!?



Notice the address?

Just a smidgen away from Citadel

I could be wrong but this is freakin weird.

Notice how she was the Senior VP and head of strategic planning and lead formation and capital raising of PRIVATE
EQUITY PLATFORMS WITH A BLIND POOL OF CAPITAL?!

This article she's mentioned in also states info regarding a business in Cayman Islands....isn't that where some of Kenny
G's money is?

Went on down the line and there's a Griffin Global hiring company out of Jupiter...Right next to KGs Palm Beach town.
Look at who they are hiring. Notice how they're all related to software development...? Interestin, no?

Interestingly there is also a Griffin Asset Management in New York.
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Look who they've invested in....

See Boeing. See the connection with aviation at the beginning?

I'm missing alot of shit. This really might look more like swiss cheese than DD....but I NEED help filling some of the gaps!
I really should stick to studying behavior...but the fuck something is off here. Help help.

This aint no financial advise.

[who would take advice from someone who hasn't the clue about the difference between advise/advice lol....or someone
who uses double negatives....just don't]

Edited to add: u/donutolu was the one who linked me to the thread about him having bombardiers. Sorry for not originally
linking you bud. You are right. Somethings off with the guy.

Guess what? Griffin Assets is aHedge Fund....Right by Citadel....with 632 investors.

https://www.reddit.com/u/donutolu/
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DD 

What the hell have I done….

Originally I started talking about behaviorism.

Then some cool kids helped me find a thread about Kenny G and I saw where he had himself some planes.

This got me thinking and I went on this lovely rabbit hole venture and found all the weird shit but the White Rabbit.

Yah, thas me hiding behind the mushroom of truth I just devoured the last 24 hours

Behavior Girl? Reporting for Duty. We've heard of Mortgage Backed Securities and
Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities....But get this. These turds are utilizing
Aviation Backed Securities and hiding money through "blind"/dark pools within the
aviation world....And fucking warehouses!!!!

IF YOU HAVEN’T READ THIS YET PLEASE READ THIS FIRST.
A cheshire cat that wishes to remain anonymous sent me some effing insane info. I still have alot of shizz to break down
regarding some airline stuff….but I couldn’t not first address the insanity and possibly parallel universe I stumbled into.
Please take time because dude I felt like Alice. Shit leads to some weird shit leads to some even weirder shit.
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There is a YUUUUUUGE chance that I jumped quickly to something without digging in deep enough into one area. 
Probably because right when I found one weird ass thing it led me to another weird ass thing so I couldn’t fully break 
down what I’d just found.

My friends a cool Apian helped me find a plane. Not just any plane. But le’ plane:

KP Holdings

Reg.:N302AK

United States

DB flags:none

Type:GLEX

2012 Bombardier BD700 Global 6000

KP HOLDINGS LLC

Who gives a damn?

I do. You do.

Behaviorally I want to escape from a financial market and economic market where people prey on the main population 
and reap earnings. Short term I want your fucking attention because shits gonna get insane.

KP Holdings is the owner of N302AK. Which is a 2012 Bombardier BD700 Global 6000. Sound familiar? Apparently KG’s 
plane. Look who is a member of this company? Ken in the flesh.

Lookie here. There are MANY KP Holdings. That being said many of them are just straight up “principal place of 
business”. SO technically not different businesses. Look at the picture below. Type of business? Anything not prohibited 
by law. Shaaayyyydeeeeee as fuck.

Slick fuckers



Soooo many KP Holdings..not saying they’re all the same….but interesting how little information each of them have and
low and behold the one Ken as a member on says the only business is anything not illegal. WHat the fack. Guess what's
really crazy? If you dig into many of them....guess who is the primary place of business? Shitttttadel.

Know what’s interesting?

There was a photo of Ken Griffin and I noticed in the background that there was this little award thing.

just behind his arm

Now when I looked at the photo I thought it said something like 2009. Interestingly enough look who is the Risk lifetime
achievement award winner for this year? 2021 Goes to Ken Griffin.Lol risky business for SUUUUUURE! Looking through
previous years that are listed on the site it looks as though Shitadel always gets some kind of award.

This is funny...actually not...because it’s like the award ceremony of the devil lol. Who was the best demon this year!?
Kenny G.



Lockheed Martin.

Recently MSM tried to boop up LMT shares by saying we were converting. ? Well last year at June Citadel was big into
these guys. Still seems like a vague connection...but hang loose.

Air and Space Museum Donation

Back a couple months ago I posted something about Ken donating money to the National Air and Space Museum in D.C.
thinking how fucking ironic it was. *pissed me off on a personal level because as a military kid living in DC we would go
there and they had this really cool upside down spinney thing you could get in so I loved the shit out of going there*.

Interestingly Lockheed Martin has an Imax there named after it ( I mean well duh it’s the Air and Space Museum)...but
given the relation between Lockheed Martin, Citadel, National Air and Space Museum, and Kenny G...There seems to be
fuckery afoot.

Well damn back then I thought it was ironic because you know we go to da moon. NOW I realize it’s intentional not
because it’s throwing it in our face about the moon landing, but it’s throwing in our face that they are utilizing the aviation
industry to hide their effing money!!!!!!!

Someone had mentioned him being a sociopath...dude this reminds me of all those psychopaths taught about where
they leave hints behind because on some level they want to be found.

How do I know they’re hiding their money within the aviation industry?

https://www.archyde.com/a-new-gamestop-lockheed-martin-seen-in-reddit-investor-spotlight-because-of-ufos/
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Let us revisit Ryan McKenna, shall we? (see other post first dingus)

By looking at the FULL job description we can get a better image. Ryan formed and raised capital at Blackbird Capital 1
and Blackbird Capital 2 which were private equity platforms WITH BLINDPOOLS OF CAPITAL that acquired and
managed aircraft.

(Very likely named after the Blackbird aircraft. This aircraft was basically way ahead of it’s time and was utilized within
the USAF for 25 years. On it’s last flight the son of a bitch flew from LA to DC in an effing hour. Interestingly after they
landed at Dulles on the final flight….they turned the plane over to none other than the Smithsonian. Do remember that
The National Air and Space Museum is actually a portion within the Smithsonian Institute. We know Kenny likes names.
The naming of Blackbird would truly be poetic. The dickass.)

Blackbird spun them off into Thunderbolt Aircraft (notice how all of these are named as if they are aviation
companies….similar to those other weird aviation named companies I’ve listed prior?!). Thunderbolt Aircraft is an equity
platform.  makes me think of the platform Shitadel uses as a MM….for...get this….Aircraft Asset Backedahem

https://airandspace.si.edu/collection-objects/lockheed-sr-71-blackbird/nasm_A19920072000
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Securities. [Think Mortgage Backed Securities. Think Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities].

Ryan’s job description (bad boi McKenna...not our good boi Cohen) goes on to state that he would structure bank debt
and warehouse facilities and engaged with credit rating agencies. He led investor relations with equity and debt
holders.

Now remember how in my other post I was trying to tie down Griffin Assets to Kenny G. I mean Griffin has a spin off in
Palm Beach where he has real estate. Plus it has a location right beside citadel. AND it has an aviation assets
management. Well Ryan McKenna whose been running shit at Griffin Global Asset Management used to work for Air
Lease doing the dark pool trading. After looking into Air Lease….They are owned in part by Wilbur Ross. This is a dude
listed in the effing Paradise Papers.

Wilbur Ross is on the Capital Committee of Markets Regulation with….who other than Ken Fucking Griffin himself.

Why dis blur out uc? fucking is an ok word. If after reading this your head didn't get huge and hands get tiny you need to read again.

Now….yesterday in my post scouring for dots being connected I found that weird warehouse article right?

Remember a warehouse for aviation was bought?

Articles said who some of the banks were that joined in on the purchase:

“Goldman Sachs acted as the structuring agent for the Facility. Initial commitments for the facility were provided by
Goldman Sachs, Barclays Bank PLC, Mizuho Americas, Morgan Stanley, Wells Fargo Bank, National Association,
Bank of America, N.A. and Deutsche Bank AG, New York Branch.

Hughes Hubbard & Reed LLP acted as U.S. legal advisors to Griffin and the Borrowers, Milbank LLP acted as legal
advisors to the Lenders, Maples and Calder (Ireland) LLP acted as Irish legal advisors for the Borrowers, Maples and
Calder (Cayman) LLP acted as Cayman Islands legal advisors for the Borrowers, A&L Goodbody LLP acted as Irish
legal advisors to Griffin and PWC acted as Irish tax advisors for Griffin and the Borrowers. UMB Bank, N.A. is acting
as the administrative agent and the security trustee.“

Who the fack acts as LegAL AdVisORS in the Cayman Islands.....????

https://littlesis.org/org/141450-Air_Lease_Corporation
https://littlesis.org/org/141450-Air_Lease_Corporation
https://littlesis.org/org/45367-Committee_on_Capital_Markets_Regulation
https://newsroom.aviator.aero/griffin-global-asset-management-closes-1-billion-warehouse-facility/
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Also...remember Ryan McKennas job is to what? Oh ya a portion of it is to STRUCTURE WAREHOUSE FACILITIES
AND BANK DEBT

TL;DR

Guys….there is some weird ass shit going on with this fancy shit called Aviation Backed Securities. We knew they
fucked with Mortgage Backed Securities and Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities...but now they’re utilizing Aviation
Backed Securities. And someone working within the realms of another one of Griffin’s hidden companies has created
blackpools for the Aviation Backed Securities. And they’ve bought an effing warehouses for planes and the restructuring
of bank debt. Dude. KG has multiple other companies that he is linked to but of course doesn’t have his name on the line
(except for that sweet KP Holdings listing that said he was a “member”.....weird for a company to own your effing plane if
your only a “member”)..... and they are ALLLLLLL connected to aviation.

I'M DYING. I'M DYYYYYYING
Side note:

Dude. Where you big bois at? Someone summon Cuban, Laur, et. al. Criand too. He is also big boi. More dots need
connecting.

Edit 1:

You guys are amazing. I'm trying to go through all your messages and comments and reply. If I don't reply I likely still
updooted you.

Also I love that some of yall have some strong philisophic doubt. In the behaviorism world this essentially is the concept
to question everything. I'm doing my best to compile more stuff and get you guys more data. Sadly I'm but a mere Ape
and even this tip of the Glacier (heh pun intended) work is time exhaustive. Thank you to those with philisophic doubt as
it keeps the conversation going and keeps me on my toes to ensure I get as much data as possible to share with you <3
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DD 

Prerequisites:

Just the Tip

Aviation Backed Securities

Behavior of the Markets [Your Behaviorism Foundations Class]

One/Two

Two/Two

Three/Two Holy Hell Reddit Didn't Post the rest of the DD

Alright guys, let me just say that I am enamored by yall. You guys have some great insights that lead me down even
more rabbit holes. I grew up loving Alice in Wonderland and I think you guys have made me become her haha.

One/Two Behaviorism Girl. At Your Service. A slight Plot Twist when I went down the
Rabbit Hole to Aviation Backed Securities It said I could only use 20 pictures....but I
made graphs for you guys so I'm having to make two different posts.

Let us begin with a little rundown from PawPaw Skinner

Behaviorism terms:

Matching law- is this shit really worth doing? No seriously. For me to do this it must be worth it. If not….I’m not going to
do it. Too far to reach remote. Eh not interested.

Stimuli- anything around you in your environment.

While I really want to go off on my tangent, I also want to give you the data. Bias free. I had little funny shits and giggles
in the chart and removed them. I want there to be no competing stimuli for you to sort through at first. See the data. Then
decide for yourself.

This is a chart I made based on an aviation graph I used to track Kreepy Ken’s Bombardier Jet. KP Holdings is the
technical owner, yet KP holdings has Kreepy Ken listed as a “member”, while Citadel is listed as it’s ℅ address.

Dude...Ken we know it’s you….plus you talk about your bombardier to media…

Look at the data carefully. Consider where it is going and where it is coming from. The pictures are small, but you can
zoom in to see the flight path. If you want you can also look at this shizzzz yaself. Ken didn’t want his information seen
so some platforms hid it. But some of yall badass Apes were on it and found this.I organized the information into a
chart….but always look at the primary source!!!!! thats the aviation path linked abova ya dingus
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Dear Reddit, You are seriously making me fucking suicidal. Please let this effing post! Plus I can't make my title all cute now.
Gee Thanks.
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There are a few things needing disclosure. A great ape gave me this aviation path resource. They wish to stay anonymous
and I humbly oblige.Also….ALOOOOT of you great Apes gave me ideas to go down this path.

Now….let me say that I fully intend to dig deeper into Aviation Backed Securities. This is definitely an issue based on what
I’ve seen...but I have to keep digging and don’t have enough to feel smart enough about really talking about it….But you
apes are amazing with the help. Together we’ll get there. I really want to do a compilation post to share out your names and
the amazing shit you shared (if you want disclosure).

I digress.

What I am about to dig into are some of the parallels that I have made regarding the data within the aviation paths alongside
concepts of behaviorism.

If the names Epstein and Clinton get your panties in a bundle

…..well you may want to exit or stop reading here. No hard feelings to you or to
me. We good. I know some people equate those two names to people talking
about conspiracy theories….but it’s critical for the safety of other human beings
that I discuss the data as it pertains to the situation at hand.

Like I said though, just having the above data is critical in itself, so if please don’t read further if Epstein and Clinton make
you uncomfortable….or Ken.
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If you notice the patterns within the flight paths you’ll notice there are some behavioral contingencies that take place and are
repeated multiple times. Some of these are:

Flight Locations chosen

Flight times

Flight path similarities.

We know Ken has offices in Chicago, Texas, New York, and a lovely abode down in West Palm Beach, property in Hawaii,
and likely other places that I’m too daft to know about. (ooooo I used two conjunctions in a sentence and that syntax ain’t
great. Teacher in me is cringing…..and Iiiiiiiii like it).

West Palm Beach: Ken has lovely property down there. I didn’t really think too much of it...until I started noticing odd patterns
with flying. Notice how he hops on the plane to fly to...Miami? Yes he has money and may be uncomfortable in traffic.
However consider that he often does that hop just after or prior to a longer leg.

Let’s break this down with behaviorism.

Remember the matching law. Is it worth doing? After a long ass 2 or 3 hours on
a plane why in the hell would I be up for ascending and descending again?
Unless there was a motivating operation at play. I’m not very big on aviation, so
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maybe they have to hop between the two. But given that it’s a frequent pattern,
I find it odd.

Notice that one of the incidences of multiple trips around small areas was Orlando/Miami/Miami/Orlando. Recently there was
man arrested for trafficking that started in Orlando and ended in Miami-Dade.Man Arrested in Sex Trafficking Case That
Began at Super Bowl and Ended in Miami-Dade (msn.com)

Also notice where there are a lot of flights to and from….

Teterboro: I’m so freakin tired of typing that name. I don’t even know how many times it’s listed on the aviation log…
.but let me get you in on a secret about why it’s so important.

Teterboro….which is heavily frequented by Ken’s plane...was Epstein's hub. This is where he was arrested. Notice how
there are many flights held in the air? Look at all the back and forth between Miami and West Palm Beach. Look at all the
traffic between all locations and Teterboro…...I’m not saying he is the new Epstein...I’m just describing some data and laying
out explicitly what the data was and is.

Those working at the airport have even stated that the people working within the planes have to patrol what they're doing,
that it's on them.

I hate using MSM but…..Jeffrey Epstein: Teterboro Airport was travel hub of sex traffic ring (usatoday.com)I thought this was
coincidence till I started to log all of the trips and noticed a consistency in the flights and the bizarre multiple trips taken.
Think about the matching law. Yes he is a busy man I’m sure, but damn to be flying in and out of some cities multiple times a
day, would mean something would have to be worth it. Could be big business deals, who knows.

Let’s consider the matching law from another perspective, shall we? Teterboro is an airport for the fancy, right? Of course
he’d fly there when heading in to NYC. Mmmm not so fast. Let’s consider the location. Teterboro Airport is on the other side
of the bay. Yeah NJ and NYC are right there beside each other...but to fly in and out of and cross bridges to get to Citadel

i keep
wanting to call it Totoro...

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/crime/man-arrested-in-sex-trafficking-case-that-began-at-super-bowl-and-ended-in-miami-dade/ar-BB1fEYpx
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/crime/man-arrested-in-sex-trafficking-case-that-began-at-super-bowl-and-ended-in-miami-dade/ar-BB1fEYpx
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2019/08/16/jeffrey-epstein-teterboro-airport-travel-hub-sex-traffic-ring/2028127001/
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would be about 30 minutes….says Google Maps at 2 AM. Hmphf...during daytime. That’s alot of traffic. But what do I know.
I’d go to Laguardia...but I”m sure there could be Air Traffic Control backing stuff up there.

Texas: While they have offices in Texas, I don’t recall one being in Amarillo. That being said...guess where there are issues
of Sex trafficiking? Guess where there was just a bust in March? Amarillo police arrest 37 people in human trafficking,
prostitution operation (newschannel10.com) A human trafficking ring….where they arested those being
trafficked?https://www.myhighplains.com/news/local-news/fighting-child-sex-trafficking-in-the-amarillo-area/

Other places on the log: Aspen is a fancy place, but I found it interesting that it also was one of the places Epstein would
take girls. And Granada, Spain. Knowing that there is data that aligns so many locations together it is interesting.

The Granada and Africa trip: There is another trip taken by Ken to Africa prior to the one they took in November and they go
to similar places. I find it interesting that the time spent there is minimal. It could definitely be a business trip for finances.
However I do find it interesting that the countries visited are countries where they are Tier 2 or on watch for Tier 3 regarding
Human Trafficking. Basically that it agreed (by the USA, mind you) that these countries do not have strong resources to
combat human trafficking and they may be a more impoverished country.

Let’s think about the matching law again. Ken likes nice things. He likes to fly everywhere and no drive car. Going to a
country that is impoverished is likely not on his big list of to-dos. Gotta be something on the other side. I don’t know what that
is. I mean I know one town he went to was called Mayo (I FUCKING SHIT YOU NOT), but...

(I do know I’m partially biased because I know I have an ancestor from Senegal who was brought over in the slave-trades.
THANK YOUUUUU ANCESTRY AND 23AND ME for filling the damn gaps people forget to pass down...or just don’t have
the full knowledge to pass down.)

Here are some graphs to show the humman trafficking tiers. The PDF is pretty interesting too.

https://www.newschannel10.com/2021/03/09/amarillo-area-law-enforcement-arrest-people-human-trafficking-prostitution-operation/
https://www.newschannel10.com/2021/03/09/amarillo-area-law-enforcement-arrest-people-human-trafficking-prostitution-operation/
https://www.myhighplains.com/news/local-news/fighting-child-sex-trafficking-in-the-amarillo-area/
https://www.state.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/2020-TIP-Report-Complete-062420-FINAL.pdf
https://www.state.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/2020-TIP-Report-Complete-062420-FINAL.pdf
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Before I move on another Ape sent me some really interesting stuff. He too thought there was possibly something off that
seemed Epstein-y, but in a different way. This Ape also wants to be anonymous...and I’m totally respecting that.

“

Do you remember how Jeffrey Epstein had his famous private aircraft, the Lolita Express? And how Epstein was a hedge
fund trader?

Okay, put away the dirty child-abuse parts of that narrative for a moment.

A hedge fund manager owns a jet. He loans it out so that famous and wealthy people can fly on it.

This is a great way to conduct meetings without fear of law enforcement.

- You can sweep the plane for bugs or other transmitters before flight. - You can fly at 60K AGL, out of reach of remote
listening devices and away from cell reception. - You can avoid the risk of rival assassination when many important people
are collocated at one time. - You can conduct business very quietly with almost no paper trail, other than a flight log that
doesn't list passengers by name.

On top of this, loaning a jet is a great way to launder money as "cash in kind" for services that are provided or at least
contracted in exchange for other illicit forms of payment.

It's like Russians' fascination with art or watches.
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They also said:

My first thoughts are vacation (Spain and Portugal) , research on companies, or corruption within those governments
(Senegal and Chad). "Vacation" might be a business deal in a neutral third-party country.

Just quick examples of ICIJ-leaks reporting:

https://www.icij.org/investigations/west-africa-leaks/one-companys-tax-heaven-senegals-tax-hell/

https://www.premiumtimesng.com/opinion/457572-lessons-from-chad-by-dakuku-peterside.html

had this in the original that didn't upload:

This could be the reasoning behind the trips to Africa. Easy means of evading taxes. ^^

The 1% has a smaller bubble than we sometimes realize.

It’s important to remember that these communities within finances are quite incestuous. What sounds odd for folks living in
one part of the country to know another in another area (did that make sense?) might seem strange. But remember the blob
in DC (OMG what user wrote about that!?) These folks intermarry and stay with their own kind...for the most part. Consider
this when thinking about these situations.

Epstein left a gap that was fairly lucrative. West Palm Beach and Teterboro were where he did alot of his trafficking. The
people he worked with would probably be interested in finding a new location to enjoy.

I’m not saying that is Ken.

I do find it interesting that Griffin is familiar with the Clintons to the extent that he paid Mr. Bill Clinton 250,000 dollars to give
a speech at his 46th birthday party that he threw the Citadel Company.

I also find it interesting that Alan Dershowitz sold pieces of his art work and Ken Griffin happened to be scooping up 500
million dollars worth of art during the same time frame and that the owner wanted to remain “aNoNyMoUsE”.

tl;dr

If reddit fucks the upload over again I'm going to crawl into a hole and die.

Edited to say:

Make sure you go read the other posts first. This is third of the three I posted tonight and last in the succession of the other
posts on Aviation Backed Securities. Plus I emphasize quite a few times that I'm not stating that he is or isn't doing this. Just
stating specific facts within the aviation log that I compiled The link to the primary source...which I recommend you
look at it is number one.

for you guys

https://www.icij.org/investigations/west-africa-leaks/one-companys-tax-heaven-senegals-tax-hell/
https://www.premiumtimesng.com/opinion/457572-lessons-from-chad-by-dakuku-peterside.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/citadels-ken-griffin-leaves-2008-tumble-far-behind-1438655887
https://www.wsj.com/articles/citadels-ken-griffin-leaves-2008-tumble-far-behind-1438655887
https://observer.com/2016/02/alan-dershowitz-to-sell-art-collection-ken-griffin-pays-500m-for-pollock-and-more/
https://observer.com/2016/02/alan-dershowitz-to-sell-art-collection-ken-griffin-pays-500m-for-pollock-and-more/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-02-18/billionaire-griffin-said-to-pay-500-million-for-two-paintings
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-02-18/billionaire-griffin-said-to-pay-500-million-for-two-paintings
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